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One of the things that sets companies on 
PCT’s Top 100 List apart is that they focus 
on continuous improvement; they always 
are seeking great new ideas to strengthen 
their financial, operational, cultural and 
customer service efforts. We asked leaders 
of a few of these organizations about the 
ideas that are helping them grow today. 
Here’s what they shared.

Canada
TOP 100 MAP Robert Guyette, General Manager, 

Braman Termite & Pest Elimination 
(#47), Agawam, Mass.

MARKETING 
In striving to capture a larger share of the 
residential market while retaining and building 
recurring revenues from established customers, 
we have rolled out fresh marketing strategies 
involving SEO [search engine optimization], PPC 
[pay-per-click], social media and direct marketing. 
A local agency monitors, manages and reports 
back to us monthly on our SEO and PPC efforts, 
and our marketing team keeps our social media 
presence fresh and engaging. 

We supplement this strategic digital campaign 
with traditional mailers, inserted into renewal 
letters, which have been very effective in 
upgrading customers from a one-time service 
to an inclusive and preventive program. The 
success of our new integrated program proves 
once again that marketing success is directly 
tied to a company’s ability to be flexible and 
accommodating to the changing market.

Growth

Phil Cooper, Chief Executive Officer, Cooper Pest 
Solutions (#63), Lawrenceville, N.J.

CULTURAL AND FINANCIAL GROWTH
EOS (the Entrepreneurial Operating System, created by Gino 
Wickman) has been a game changer at Cooper Pest and BedBug 
Central since we implemented it in November 2015. With 12 
months of the process under our belts in 2016, we heightened our 
performance and increased our growth from 8 percent in 2015 to 
15-16 percent in 2016. We project about 20 percent growth in 2017, as 
profitability continues to rise. 

Even more significant is the impact EOS has had on our culture, 
focusing everyone’s eyes on the same prize. It has taken a lot of 
discipline and has not been without growing pains. Implementation 
across the two organizations has been quite different, as BedBug 
Central has five employees while Cooper has more than 100, 
yet we have achieved similar results. I am confident that our 
implementation of the EOS process will continue to propel the 
Cooper organization to greater heights in 2017 and beyond.

CUSTOMER 
RELATIONS 

Andrea Mooberry, Vice President,  
American Pest Control (#85), Hanna City, Ill.

SALES GROWTH

Mickey Nolen, President,  
Nozzle Nolen Pest Solutions (#71), 
West Palm Beach, Fla.

CORPORATE CULTURE 
At Nozzle Nolen, we live our intentional culture, which we represent through 
the acronym FIRE (Focus, Innovation, Respect and Enthusiasm):

FOCUS — We set goals each year and maintain focus on these goals 
throughout all of our efforts, activities and decision making, to ensure we 
have a winning year. 

INNOVATION — We’ve been extremely proactive in adopting new practices 
and software programs that have enabled us to go paperless and improve 
communication internally with our employees (our brand leaders) and 
externally with our clients. 

RESPECT — All of our employees are respected and respectful. Otherwise, 
they are off our team. 

ENTHUSIASM — We have a very positive work environment, free of gossip 
and negative comments. I like the legendary Vince Lombardi quote, “If you 
aren’t fired with enthusiasm, you will be fired with enthusiasm!”

We recently launched a 
comprehensive safety campaign 
that blends traditional and 
technological methods of 
making safety a priority and part 
of our culture. Here are just a few 
of the measures:
• We provide “Phone-Free” 

stickers to place on vehicles 
and “Safety First” keychains.

• Visor photo frames are in 
every vehicle for employees to 
keep a family photo to remind 
them why it’s so important to 
get home safely every day. We 
encourage the same for office 
employees, who use bulletin 
boards for family photos. 

• Family members received 
letters addressed to them 
from company leaders, 
expressing plans for making 
safety a priority. 

• We are installing a mobile 
app on technicians’ and sales 
representatives’ phones to 
ensure no one calls or texts 
while driving.

• We start every company 
meeting with a “Safety 
Minute,” designating who 
would lead an emergency 
evacuation, call 911, 
administer CPR, take a        
head count and identify a 
gathering spot.

Michael Rolman, Vice President of Sales and Operations, 
Environmental Pest Service (#16), Tampa, Fla.

EMPLOYEE SAFETY PROGRAM 

New Ideas
for 

and Success 

Our quarterly sales award program for our 
service technicians has really helped us grow. 
Years ago, we gave quarterly awards for total 
production, including both sales and service, 
but we found that the same people won over 
and over again. Changing focus to total sales 
dollars yielded the same results.

So for the past couple of years, we have 
based awards on the number of sales made 

in a quarter, regardless of dollar value. 
Now everyone has a chance to win! Each 
quarter we present first, second and 
third place awards for number of sales 
in three categories: Residential Pest 
Control, Commercial Pest Control and 
Termite Control. This fresh approach has 
renewed enthusiasm and increased the 
positive competitive spirit among our 
service technicians. It’s fun, it’s good for the 
technicians and it’s good for the company.

We strive to model our customer service to be the “Chick-fil-A 
of the pest control industry” — always efficient and courteous 
to our customers, with integrity leading the way. Clear 
communication is a vital component of this commitment, 
and today this means using the most advanced digital tools 
to connect with and inform our customers. 

We take pride in replying to requests immediately, and 
we send all of our customers an email the day before 

service that reminds them of the appointment time and 
the service(s) to be performed, and includes a photo of 
the technician who will service the account. For customer 
convenience, we offer them access to us via text messaging 
or instant chat on our website. We also deliver all proposals 
and service tickets by email. 

We have received hundreds of customer reviews thanking 
us for the convenience of handling everything digitally.

Brian Lunsford, Co-owner/President, Inspect-All Pest Services (#99), Atlanta, and Jacksonville, Fla.


